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Abstract5

A dynamically consistent state estimate is used for the period 1992-2011 to describe6

the changes in oceanic temperatures and heat content, with an emphasis on determining7

the noise background in the abyssal (below 2000 m) depths. Interpretation requires close8

attention to the long memory of the deep ocean, and implying that meteorological forcing9

of decades to thousands of years ago should still be producing trend-like changes in abyssal10

heat content. Much of the deep ocean volume remained unobserved. At the present time,11

warming is seen in the deep western Atlantic and Southern Ocean, roughly consistent with12

those regions of the ocean expected to display the earliest responses to surface disturbances.13

Parts of the deeper ocean, below 3600 m, show cooling. Most of the variation in the abyssal14
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Pacific Ocean is comparatively featureless, consistent with the slow, diffusive, approach to a15

steady state expected there. In the global average, changes in heat content below 2000 m are16

roughly 10% of those inferred for the upper ocean over the 20 year-period. A useful global17

observing strategy for detecting future change has to be designed to account for the different18

time and spatial scales manifested in the observed changes. If the precision estimates of heat19

content change are independent of systematic errors, determining oceanic heat uptake values20

equivalent to 0.1 W/m2 is possibly attainable over future bidecadal periods.21

1 Introduction22

The major observational obstacle to understanding the role of the ocean in climate is the extreme23

brevity of the instrumental record in a system having some memory exceeding several thousands24

of years. Data sets depicting the global interior ocean state begin with high accuracy altimetry25

only in 1992. The Argo array became quasi-global in the mid-2000s. Assuming that these26

technologies continue to be supported (by no means clear), the community will ultimately have27

comparatively long records at least of the phenomena visible in upper-ocean hydrographic profiles28

and sea surface elevation.29

Even in this recent period, major spatial and temporal inhomogeneities exist in these and30

related data. The main purpose of this paper is to examine the nature of the thermal variability31

in the deep ocean (below about 2000 m). At the present time, the Argo array (Roemmich et al.,32

2009), supplemented by elephant seal data (Roquet et al., 2013), is confined to the upper 200033

m and with the bulk of the extant values above 1000 m. Altimetric data respond to motions34

over the entire water column, although the partitioning of the motions they represent remains35

the subject of considerable debate. Most of the available abyssal measurements are sparse deep36

CTD profiles (Fig. 1) from hydrographic programs, sometimes designed to depict special regions37
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(e.g., the Kuroshio or the Nordic Seas).38

Figure 1 here

An important wider issue, which instigated this study, is the nature of a practical set of39

future observations capable of providing a basis for understanding of ongoing ocean changes. At40

the end, some comments will be made about this problem, drawing on the results of the present41

analysis.42

Much of the recent literature focuses on the ability to detect past and ongoing trends in43

ocean temperatures and heat content. The reality and magnitude of such changes is not the44

central goal here; rather it is to characterize the extent to which more general variability can be45

detected using the much more dense observational system of the last 10-20 years. On the other46

hand, some order of magnitude numerical values are helpful for context.47

Consider, for example, that greenhouse gas warming of the ocean is widely believed to be of48

order 1 W/m2 (e.g., Hansen et al., 2005) or less. 1 The volume of the ocean is about 1.3× 101849

m3. Using a mean density of 1038 kg/m3, the total mass is about 1.34 × 1021 kg, and with a50

heat capacity of roughly 3.8× 103 J/kg/◦C, the global heat capacity is approximately 5.4×102451

J/◦C. A heating rate of 1 W/m2, if maintained for 20 years, produces an energy content change52

of about 2.2 × 1023 J for a change in global ocean mean temperature of about 0.04◦C. If the53

heating were confined to the upper 700 m, then based on a mean ocean depth of about 3700 m,54

the temperature change is increased to about 0.2◦C, and if all confined to the region below that55

depth, would be about 0.05◦C (see Table 1). Recent observationally-based estimates (Church et56

al., 2011) produce estimates closer to 0.5 W/m2, exacerbating the detection problem. (That the57

atmospheric radiation budget, includes such poorly determined elements as changes in aerosals58

1The Fifth Assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Myhre et al., 2013) estimates

(their Table 8.6) a total, ocean and land, anthropogenic net radiative forcing in the wide range of 1.1 to 3.3 W/m2

for the years 1750-2011. Oceanic heat content change calculations estimate only a fraction thereof.
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and cloud distributions is a major impetus to determining actual ocean heat storage changes.)59

Alternatively, a 1 mm/year thermally-induced change in global mean sea level, if sustained for 2060

years, is consistent with a full ocean volume mean temperature change of about 0.03◦C, although61

important spatial variations exist in the sea level response to a fixed temperature change.62

Table 1 here

Another important question, pursued elsewhere, is whether available observations alone are63

capable of determining mean ocean temperatures, and the related heat content changes with64

time, to accuracies and precisions useful at these levels? Estimating the global average change65

is especially challenging and is here only a by-product.66

Historically, deep hydrographic measurements (below a few hundreds or perhaps 1000 m)67

have been both difficult and expensive to acquire (see Abraham et al., 2013). The consequence68

has been sampling by a few, rare (in a multi-decadal or centennial context), fragmentary top-to-69

bottom hydrographic stations and sections. Systematic global surveys did not begin until the70

era of the World Ocean Circulation Experiment, circa 1990. Fig. 1 displays all of the oceanic71

temperature data (all CTD values) below 2000 m and below 3600 m since 1992 and used here72

(taken from the World Ocean Data Base 2009 of NOAA). Elephant seal temperature data do exist73

below 2000 m, but are rare and are not included. By some standards (e.g., paleoceanography;74

see Huybers and Wunsch, 2010), an impressive amount of data does exist: an evaluation of their75

adequacy can only be made in the context of the signal-to-noise structure and magnitudes at76

depth. Determining time changes with these data sets involves segregating them by interval77

with a consequent great reduction in the numbers available in any year or multiple of a year. To78

convey some of the observational difficulties, Fig. 2 displays the space-time standard deviation79

as a function of depth (not area-weighted) as well as the standard deviation of the annual cycle.80

Accurate removal of the annual cycle and the temporal mean from individual data points is a81
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major problem in the upper ocean, but not discussed here.82

Figure 2 here

Some basic elements of the sampling problem are compiled in Table 2. About 28% of the83

ocean lies below 2000 m and about 16% below 3600 m. By defining a volume as having been84

“probed” if at least one CTD station existed within a roughly 60×60 km2 box in the interval85

1992-2011, a minimal measure of sampling can be obtained. Thus about 1/3 (11% of the total86

volume) of water below 2000 m was sampled during that time. Of the 16% lying below 3600m,87

about 17% was measured.88

As a consequence of this under-sampling, even with the improvements in the last 20 years,89

many papers have been published that simply assume no significant changes take place in the90

deep ocean over the historical period. Shifts in the deep ocean properties may indeed be so91

slight that their neglect in discussions of heat uptake and sea level change is justified. The92

history of exploration suggests, however, that blank places on the map have either been assumed93

to be without any interesting features and dropped from further discussion, or at the other94

extreme, filled with “dragons” invoked to explain strange reports.2 It is also physically possible95

that in a search for abyssal trends, that the higher frequency, higher wavenumber, noise is96

negligible compared to the signals. In that view, the existing reports of deep trends based97

upon hydrographic lines (Roemmich and Wunsch, 1984; Bryden et al., 1996; Joyce et al., 1999;98

Purkey and Johnson, 2010; and others) are adequate. Recently, Balamaseda et al., (2013)99

offered estimates of abyssal changes with claimed accuracies of order of 0.01 W/m2 (0.0004◦C100

temperature change equivalent over 20 years) below 700 m. If that accuracy has in fact been101

obtained, the sparse coverage, perhaps extended to the scope of the WOCE hydrographic survey,102

repeated every few decades, would be sufficient.103

2A nice example can be seen in G. de Jode (1593) Speculum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp.
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Given the combination of the high societal stakes in the accurate estimation of global heating104

rates and sea level rise, and the fundamental science questions of understanding of oceanic105

variability, direct confirmation or refutation of this sufficiency hypothesis is essential. If it106

proves false, discussion can take place concerning the design of an adequate system.107

2 A Framework: The State Estimate108

Apart from the large-scale hydrographic survey done as part of WOCE (see Talley, 2007),109

most direct ocean measurements have been made at the sea surface (altimetry, sea surface110

temperature, drifters), or obtained from XBTs (some reaching to order 750 m), and more recently111

from Argo floats, profiling primarily to 1000 m, and more recently, many now to 2000 m (e.g.,112

von Schuckmann and Le Traon, 2011; an extended listing of the available data sets is in Table 1 of113

Wunsch and Heimbach, 2013a). Hypothetically, a highly accurate estimate of e.g., heat and salt114

content changes in the upper ocean, coupled with altimetric, meteorological etc., measurements115

would allow inference of the deep ocean changes as residuals in the data from subtraction of116

upper ocean contributions. The strategy used here is to exploit both this idea, and the deep117

data that do exist, through the vehicle of a constrained general circulation model. How well the118

upper ocean is determined, and thus the accuracy of the abyssal residuals so calculated, is still119

not so clear.120

The ECCO3 “state estimate” has been described in a number of places (e.g., Wunsch and121

Heimbach, 2007, 2013a,b). In summary, it is a weighted least-squares fit of a general circulation122

model (an evolved version of the MITgcm; see Marshall et al., 1997, and Adcroft et al., 2004,123

for early forms) to the quasi-global data sets (which include the atmospheric forcing) using124

Lagrange multipliers. The estimate has 1o zonal resolution and a meridional resolution ranging125

3Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Oceans; here using the MIT-AER version
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from about 0.25o near the equator and poles to 1o at mid-latitudes. An initial (then-adjusted)126

meteorological forcing is derived from the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011).127

A numerical algorithm for fitting using the Lagrange multipliers is sometimes known as the128

“adjoint method” or in meteorology as “4DVAR.” The specific estimate used is labelled version129

4, revision 5, and in contrast to earlier estimates includes a full sea ice model (Losch et al.,130

2010; Fenty and Heimbach, 2013), and extends to the North Pole (see Forget et al., 2013, in131

preparation, for full details).4132

Very recently, Abraham et al. (2013) have published a useful discussion of the methods used133

both historically and today for direct ocean temperature measurements including, especially, the134

ongoing debates about systematic errors in the different data sets. The present state estimate135

uses all of the post-1991 data types they discuss, but combines them also with the continuous high136

density altimetric height and other measurements, as well as with the best-initial-estimate we137

could obtain of the air-sea heat transfers. Thus the direct thermal measurements are combined138

with numerically much more numerous estimates of atmospheric heat transfers, implied sea level139

shifts, and other data.140

Note that over the great volume of the oceans, the ECCO-state is in slowly time-evolving141

geostrophic, hydrostatic balance that, unlike most “data assimilation” products, satisfies the142

model equations without any artificial sources or sinks or forces. The state estimate is from143

the free running, but adjusted, model and hence satisfies all of the governing model equations,144

including those for basic conservation of mass, heat, momentum, vorticity, etc. up to numerical145

4The final state estimate is obtained from the free running forward model, using the adjusted control parame-

ters. In this particular case, the inference of a calibration discrepancy between the infrared estimate of sea surface

temperature, and that of the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer, whose data became available in 2002,

led to a small ad hoc adjustment of the imposed surface air-temperature field in the final calculation. Both

sea-surface temperature products are discussed by Reynolds et al. (2007); see also Chelton and Wentz (2005).
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accuracy.146

Data assimilation schemes running over decades are usually labelled “reanalyses.” Unfortu-147

nately, these cannot be used for heat or other budgeting purposes because of their violation of the148

fundamental conservation laws; see Wunsch and Heimbach (2013a) for discussion of this impor-149

tant point. The problem necessitates close examination of claimed abyssal warming accuracies150

of 0.01 W/m2 based on such methods (e.g., Balmaseda et al., 2013).151

As with other extant estimates, the present state estimate does not yet account for the152

geothermal flux at the sea floor whose mean values (Pollack et al., 1993) are of order 0.1 W/m2,153

and which are minute relative to the surface heating. But they are not negligible compared either154

to the vertical heat transfer into the abyss from above (measured e.g., by κ ∂T/∂z, where κ is155

a vertical diffusion coefficient; cf. Emile-Geay and Madec, 2009)5 or the change in atmospheric156

radiative forcing. Absence of this abyssal heating is one of the reasons we do not emphasize157

what prove to be weak trends in the state estimate.158

The methodology used by Kouketsu et al. (2011) is analogous to that employed here, al-159

though some of their inferences are different. Those differences and their possible causes are160

discussed later.161

A total change in heat content, top-to-bottom, is found (discussed below) of approximately162

4×1022 J in 19 years, for a net heating of 0.2±0.1 W/m2, smaller than some published values (e.g.,163

Hansen et al., 2005, 0.6±0.1 W/m2; Lyman et al., 2010, 0.63±0.28 W/m2; or von Schuckmann164

and Le Traon, 2011, 0.55±0.1 W/m2; note that differing averaging periods were used), but165

indistinguishable from the summary Fig. 14 of Abraham et al. (2013). Perhaps coincidentally,166

it is similar to the 135-year 700 m depth ocean rate of 0.2±0.1 W/m2 of Roemmich et al. (2012).167

On multi-year time-scales accessible with a 20-year record, the present estimate is sensitive in168

5A vertical temperature gradient of 1◦C/1000 m and a (low) eddy diffusion coefficient of 10−5 m2/s, produces

a diffusive heat transport of about 0.04 W/m2.
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the upper ocean to the prior estimates of atmospheric heat transfers. In contrast, the abyssal169

ocean response to multi-year surface thermodynamic variability is expected to be confined to170

small convective regions, boundary regions of baroclinic deformation radius width, and near the171

equator.172

Figure 3 here

Fig. 3 displays the temperature and salinity census in logarithmic units at the start of the173

state estimate. The ocean is dominated by the very cold, intermediate salinity values of the174

vast abyssal interior and a calculation of net heat content change requires measurements of this175

cold-water sphere with volume average precisions consistent with Table 1.176

Misfits177

The most basic test of any least-squares state estimate is the extent to which the diverse data178

sets have been fit to the model trajectory. A full discussion of the misfits to the approximately179

2 × 109 data constraints in the estimate requires far more space than is available here. As a180

representative of the complete discussion, the misfits between the CTD and the state estimate181

in different depth ranges are shown in Figs. 4, 5. Apart from the outliers expected in the χ2
2182

distribution characterizing least-squares residuals of Gaussian data, almost all values are close183

to zero and obvious basin-scale systematic offsets do not appear. Regional misfits do remain,184

particularly in the northern North Atlantic and parts of the Southern Ocean.185

In a formal sense, the regions showing patterns of misfits larger than two-standard deviations186

mean that the estimate should be rejected as inconsistent with the a priori assumptions. As with187

any non-linear least-squares fit, the origin of the inconsistencies can arise for a number of reasons188

including premature termination of the optimization algorithm; inadequate model resolution or189

missing physics; systematic errors in one or more of the constraining data sets. Table 2 lists190

the fractions of the abyssal volumes that were sampled where the misfits exceed two standard191
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deviations, All are less than 1% of the oceanic volume. As small fractions of the total, the192

misfits are unlikely to have a qualitative impact on the global integrals. Interior geostrophic,193

hydrostatic balance tends to control the transport properties of the poorly resolved boundary194

currents and other special regions in calculations dominated by the very much larger interior195

oceanic volumes. Nonetheless, as with any least-squares fit, it is a current “best-estimate”, is not196

claimed to be “correct” in any absolute sense, and is obviously subject to quantitative change.197

The present solution, in terms of misfits to all of the data (whose numbers are dominated by198

the meteorological values, altimetry and Argo), is deemed adequate for analysis.199

Figure 4 here

Figure 5 here

2.1 Timescales200

One of the fundamental characteristics of the ocean as it influences climate on decadal and201

longer time-scales is its long memory—the main reason why the brevity of the instrumental202

record is so frustrating. Simple calculations show that the ocean responds, and thus remembers,203

on time scales of seconds out to thousands of years. When interpreting measurements of changes,204

any assumption that they have been generated by disturbances from the recent past has to be205

justified. The question arises specifically in the determination of the initial conditions in a206

calculation of change. Note that the control vector of the state estimate explicitly contains the207

system initial conditions—hydrography and flow.208

A large number of physical mechanisms operates in the ocean as it responds dynamically and209

kinematically to external disturbances. Many of these adjustments will occur on time scales that210

are brief compared to a two-decadal time-span, including such diverse mechanisms as Kelvin-like211

coastal and low-latitude Rossby waves, Ekman pumping changes, convective responses to chang-212
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ing ice-cover, and changes in eddy bolus transports. Spatial scales will range from deformation213

radii motions and property shifts to those extending to entire ocean basins—depending directly214

on the physical mechanisms. On the other hand, many such processes will be present with215

time scales extending from multiple decades out to thousands of years. From the point of view216

of basin-scale heat content changes measured on a bidecadal time-scale, responses will also be217

generated from the initial conditions in 1992. Initial values reflect any disequilibrium between218

modern meteorological forcing and the memory embedded in the deep ocean of fluctuations from219

long-ago disturbances.220

From the dual (adjoint) model of the MITgcm used to obtain the state estimates, Heimbach221

et al. (2011) showed that changes in North Atlantic Ocean meridional heat transport exhibited222

a noticeable response to advected temperature changes from preceding decades and extending223

to great distances globally. The many mechanisms known to operate in oceanic temporal ad-224

justment are present in the model and state estimate, and they depend strongly upon region. In225

temporal contrast, in another calculation employing the state estimate, Wunsch and Heimbach226

(2008) calculated the time for a passive tracer to reach equilibrium values over ocean basin227

scales, an example of which is reproduced in Fig. 6, with time-scales depending upon the re-228

gion, ranging from order 100 years to nearly 10,000 years (in the abyssal North Pacific Ocean).229

These long time-scales are easily rationalized in a number of ways, including the diffusion times230

required to ultimately erase spatial gradients. For example, the diffusion e−folding times are231

of order L2/K where L is a characteristic length, and K is a diagonal element of the diffusion232

tensor. If L ≈ 104 km (width of the Pacific Ocean) and a horizontal diffusion coefficient is233

in the range of 500-1000 m2/s (e.g., Ferreira et al., 2005) the characteristic time is of order234

3000y. Vertical-distances and diffusion produce similar values. Additional long time scales can235

be derived e.g., from ocean volumes and their advective renewal rates.236
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The purpose of this paper is not the regional physics of thermal change. It is the summary237

estimation of the large regional changes in heat content, particularly in the abyss, as perceivable238

both as regional trend-like behavior on time-scales exceeding the 20-year estimate, and the239

superimposed higher frequency changes. These latter are interesting in their own right, but also240

act as a noise in attempts to determine multi-decadal shifts. Regional dynamical interpretations241

as part of the generic problem of ocean “spin-up” is left for other studies.242

Figure 6 here

Depending upon geographical region, depth range, and spatial scale, changes are expected243

ranging from weeks, months, and years, out to those appearing as regional trends. The latter,244

in practice may be, just the expected oceanic response to past forcing—still “remembered” in245

the form of the continuing adjustment to the initial conditions.246

To make this assertion more concrete, Fig. 7 shows one example of estimated northern247

hemisphere surface temperatures over the last 2000 years. Translating such a curve, even if taken248

at face value, into a rate of atmosphere-ocean heat-exchange is a major challenge. Nonetheless,249

for scaling purposes, suppose the approximately 0.2◦C change over the last about 20 years250

corresponds to an exchange between ocean and atmosphere of 1 W/m2. Then for example,251

the long decline from the year 1000 CE to about 1700 CE, if it too should correspond to 1252

W/m2, would imply a temperature reduction of about 35 times that estimated above for a253

20-year interval. That reduction would then be overlain by the previous warming and then254

the re-warming over the past 300 years. Unless existing circulation rates have been grossly255

underestimated, the signature of the past state must be present in any measure of basin-scale256

and larger heat content or temperature shifts of the past few decades. No details are available,257

but discovering that parts of the system are still changing in ways unconnected to the recent258

increase in global average temperatures would not be a surprise.259
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Long memory of earlier states presents a particularly difficult sampling problem in the com-260

putation of global changes. By way of example, consider a small volume of ocean with a large261

thermal anomaly—an anomaly resulting from long-past meteorological conditions. Suppose, in262

addition, that subsequently no further net heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere oc-263

curred. Unless that anomalous region has been adequately observed at the outset, as the thermal264

anomaly moves by advection and diffusion into other regions—that are better observed—an ap-265

parent change in heat content will be computed—only because of the spatial and temporal266

structure of the observing system. This possibility is one of the reasons for confining the present267

calculations to the comparatively recent well-observed period, and for the use of all relevant data268

types. The state estimation approach mitigates, but does not entirely remove, the sensitivity to269

evolving observing systems.270

Figure 7 here

3 Abyssal Signals271

The eddy field in the ocean appears to be rich in the lowest baroclinic mode (Wunsch, 1997) and272

which implies a major eddy noise in the deep ocean. Study of the present eddy-free motions on273

time scales of less than about two years shows a strong coupling in both temperature and velocity274

between the upper and lower oceans, consistent with a primarily wind-forced response. Ponte275

(2012), using a different ECCO eddy-permitting state estimate (Menemenlis et al., 2005)—276

showed that abyssal noise could seriously compromise the interpretation of sea level variability,277

and hence heat content estimates at the levels of accuracy needed here.278

Figure 8 here

Figure 9 here
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Variances279

The standard deviation of temperature variability at 2000 m is shown in Fig. 8—the central280

result here. For context, Fig. 9 is taken from the ECCO2, eddy-permitting state estimate281

of Menemenlis et al. (2005), used by Ponte (2012), and which shows the eddy noise variance282

(which is likely still underestimated owing to the 18 km horizontal resolution) is about six times283

larger than the background standard deviation. Also shown (Fig. 10) is the logarithm of the284

ratio of the eddy-permitting variances to that of the present state vector. The considerable285

eddy noise is obvious although indications exist of regions in which the eddy noise is smaller286

than the variance of the lower frequency shifts. Fig. 11 shows the standard deviation (without287

eddy noise) at 3600 m. Values at both 2000 m and 3600 m are small as compared to those in288

the thermocline. To move forward, the present analysis relies heavily on the assumption that289

the combination of constraints to observations and of the robust nature of the thermal wind290

relationships over long-distances, means that the state estimate faithfully tracks the large-scale291

thermal structures. The eddy field then represents a background noise primarily of concern in292

the noise-representing weights assigned to individual data points.293

Figure 10 here

Figure 11 here

The most important result is that the standard deviation, or variance, pattern qualitatively294

replicates the tracer equilibrium time structure of Fig. 6. This structure is physically reasonable295

as regions functionally remote from atmospheric disturbances should show a muted response to296

short time-scale fluctuations as short-wavelength and high frequences are lost in propagation.297

Because the globally uniform boundary condition used for the passive tracer experiment is so298

different from those of atmospheric thermal disturbances, detailed resemblance is not expected.299

Figure 12 here
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Figure 13 here

Heat Content Regional Patterns300

Heat content (J/m2) between two depths z1, z2 at each horizontal location (θ, λ) is computed

as,

H (z1, z2, θ, λ, t) =

∫ z1

z2

cpT (z, θ, λ, t) dz,

where the heat capacity, cp = 3.8 × 103 J/kg/◦C, is taken as a constant. Calculation with301

a spatially varying cp changes nothing of significance. Fig. 12 shows where heat is stored302

in the ocean, displaying the time-mean heat content, top-to-bottom, and Fig. 13 does so for303

the portion of the water column below 2000 m. The relatively warm North Atlantic and cold304

Southern and Pacific Oceans are apparent in both integrals. These patterns are important,305

because spatial gradients, both horizontal and vertical, are determinants of the future changes306

in these distributions. Regions of very small horizontal gradient cannot undergo future large307

temporal changes from lateral advection or mixing except on very much longer time scales than308

the available 20 years.309

To avoid discussion of the physical accuracy of a linear or other trend, Figs. 14–17 show the310

difference of the annual mean values 2011 minus 1993. 1992 is dropped as possibly showing signs311

of a starting transient. In the abyss, resemblances and differences to Fig. 6 can be seen. The312

western Atlantic and sectors of the deep Southern Ocean display a warming, with the remainder313

of the ocean either cooling (northwestern Indian Ocean, eastern basin of the Atlantic) or little314

or no change (the great bulk of the Pacific). Of most significance is the very strong regionality315

of the changes—expected from the numerous existing estimates of regional sea level variations.316

Figure 14 here

Figure 15 here

Figure 16 here
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Figure 17 here

At all depths, but particularly in the upper ocean, regions of warming are at least partially317

compensated in the global integrals by extended regions of cooling (especially the tropical Pacific318

and North Atlantic subtropical gyre). These patterns emphasize the the problem of having319

adequate spatial sampling to generate mean values consistent with the accuracies in Table 1.320

Major unobserved regions of the abyss, as seen in Fig. 1 and Table 2 are a particular concern.321

Time Variations of Global Heat Content322

The time variations of the spatially integrated values of H,

IH (z1,z2, t) =

∫ ∫
ocean

H (z1, z2, θ , λ, t) dA,

are shown in Fig. 18 for the integrals over varying depth ranges. The global integrals, reflecting323

the total ocean heat content and its changes are problematic relative to the regional changes,324

representing comparatively small residuals of much larger numbers. Nonetheless, with the con-325

tinuing intense interest in determining net ocean heat uptake as a confirmation of estimates of326

radiative forcing changes, they are calculated here because they raise in a concrete fashion a327

number of measurement issues.328

Figure 18 here

The timescale problem in models is greatly exacerbated by their known numerical drifts.329

ECCO state estimates have some immunity to this problem induced by the use of constraints330

forcing the model to those abyssal hydrographic data that do exist over the entire time interval,331

and by constraints preventing it from moving very far from the available crude climatologies.332

In addition, permitting slight adjustments in the model mixing parameters served to further333

reduce any tendency for the model to drift.334

Near-surface and total values are dominated by the annual cycle. Although the annual cycle,335
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and its sometimes important harmonics, is comparatively well-known—its large magnitude is336

important for the error budget of upper ocean measurements—as even small aliases, temporal337

or spatial, can mask lower frequency signals.338

Figure 19 here

With the state estimate, removing the annual cycle, its first three harmonics, and the time-339

mean of the IH is simple, and with the results shown in Figs. 19. A fit of a linear trend to340

the global integrals with a suppressed annual cycle in the IH is also shown. In a formal sense,341

the apparent trends show a warming in the upper ocean and a net cooling below 2000 m. For342

IH (−3600,−h, t) , the cooling is about 0.01
◦
C over 19 years. As with many climate-related343

records, the unanswerable question here is whether these changes are truly secular; and/or a344

response to anthropogenic forcing; or whether they are instead fragments of a general rednoise345

behavior seen over durations much too short to depict the long time-scales of Fig. 6, 7; or the346

result of sampling and measurement biases; or the major changes in the temporal data density.347

Time changes can sometimes be better estimated than the absolute accuracy. In the present348

cases, the temporal standard deviations, σH (0, z) , from monthly values over 20 years are dis-349

played in Table 3 (including the annual cycles). A rough estimate of the formal accuracy with350

which a temporal change can be computed between any five year interval e.g., 1992-1996 versus351

2006-2011, can be made by assuming that the five year average has a standard error of σH/
√

5,352

independent in the two intervals. (Because of the strong annual cycle, the monthly values are353

being assumed to be strongly correlated.) The difference between two estimates would have a354

formal standard error of
√

2σ2H/5 = .6σH or for the total, H (0,−h, t), of 1.5×1022J, heating355

equivalent over 20 years of 0.07 W/m2 with a similar value for H (0,−700) . Note that the ap-356

parent “pause” in global ocean heat uptake since about 2004, documented e.g. by Lyman et357

al. (2010, their Fig. 2), amounts to about 4×1022 J in about 7 years. They show yearly 90%358
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confidence intervals of 2-4×1022 J, roughly a heating error of 0.1 W/m2, and consistent with359

those found here. Abyssal noise would contribute another 10% uncertainty to a water-column360

total. In any case, the small changes including the pause, are at best, at the very edge of what361

is practical precision today.362

Table 3 here

The very important regional heterogeneity of change in heat content is obvious in the mapped363

figures. Temporal inhomogeneity is also considerable: Fig. 20 displays the detrended values of364

H (−2000,−h, t) for a point in the eastern North Pacific, western North Atlantic and the Atlantic365

sector of the Southern Ocean at the locations listed. Detrending was done to avoid the question366

of the physical nature of the lowest frequency band. The Atlantic and Southern Ocean exhibit367

a great deal of excess high frequency energy relative to the eastern Pacific Ocean, confirmed in368

the spectra also shown in the figure. The eastern Pacific spectral estimate shows a “redder”369

structure, with lower energy at all frequencies. Return-time requirements for repeated sampling370

will evidently be different in different places.371

Figure 20 here

In principle, a goal of 0.1 W/m2 accuracy is within reach on a decadal basis from the state372

estimate without having to assume anything about the form of a trend. The reader is strongly373

cautioned, however, that this optimistic error estimate does not include any systematic errors374

that are likely present in the data and the model, nor the eddy-noise contribution. Meteorological375

forcing errors, mainly influencing the upper ocean on a 20-year time-scale, geothermal effects in376

the abyss, and initial condition errors representing on-going changes are only three of the many377

possibilities.378

With all of the data available, the system is consistent with these comparatively small values379

of estimated heat-content, or equivalent volume averaged temperature, change. Of that total380
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amount, approximately 10% is the contribution from below 2000 m—a value in accord with the381

global mean sea level contribution portion calculated by Ponte (2012) and consistent with the382

estimate of Kouketsu et al. (2011). It sets a limit to the precision to which an upper-ocean-383

alone estimate can be used to calculate the change in oceanic heat storage—on this bidecadal384

time-interval. In the convectively active regions, the abyssal contribution is much larger than385

10%, and what the future holds is unknown.386

Comparison to Other Studies387

A large number of studies from hydrographic data of abyssal changes with some overlap with388

this same period have been published, usually with reference to changes in a particular region.389

Representative among them are Bryden et al. (1996) for the North Atlantic at 24◦N, Joyce et390

al. (1999) for the western North Atlantic, and Purkey and Johnson (2010) for the global ocean.391

In these three studies, at least some of the data used are part of the ECCO state estimate (data392

obtained in 1992 or later), but include observations preceding that period, typically the 1980s393

or the 1950s (from the Atlantic survey of the International Geophysical Year-IGY). With the394

caveat that abyssal changes from the 1980s and earlier need not be the same as those occurring395

later, and that temporally separated hydrographic sections are contaminated by aliasing, it is396

still useful to briefly compare the inferred changes with those in the state estimate.397

Bryden et al. (1996) inferred a weak cooling of both basins of the North Atlantic at 24◦N398

below 2000 m in the interval 1981-1992, just preceding the ECCO estimate time period. Their399

estimate for the longer interval 1957-1992 indicated a warming to about 3000 m with cooling400

below.401

Joyce et al. (1999), working with two 1997 meridional sections in the western Atlantic at402

52◦and 66◦W, compared them to nearly identical measurements in the mid-1980s and to the403

IGY. Although a lot of detail appears, and the changes in the two available time periods are404
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different, they found a weak indication of warming between 2000 and 3000 m at most latitudes,405

more pronounced in the interval 1997-IGY. The patterns are very noisy, as the ECCO estimate406

shows, and a major change in measurement technology took place in the interim, but again no407

contradiction exists with the present results.408

The Purkey and Johnson (2010) study is most directly relevant, as the bulk of their data are409

common to the ECCO estimate—coming from the WOCE period after 1992 and later. As with410

most such studies, one robust inference is that noise levels are high everywhere (e.g., their Fig.411

6). A strong resemblance exists between their Fig. 8a (rendered as the heating at 4000 m in412

24 regional basins, constituting about 10% of the ocean volume) and Fig. 17 here. Both depict413

warming in the abyss at high southern latitudes, in the western basin of the Atlantic and with414

cooling elsewhere. The consistency is at least reassuring, given that both studies used the same415

hydrographic data, but were carried out by completely different methods and with the state416

estimate employing a much larger and diverse data set. The latter is dominated by altimetry417

and upper ocean hydrography, but nonetheless tracks the abyssal hydrographic changes. Very418

different data sets are evidently qualitatively consistent.419

The Kouketsu et al. (2011, hereafter K2011) estimation methodology is similar to ours: a420

GCM at 1◦ resolution and 46 vertical layers (version 3 of the GFDL/NOAA Modular Ocean421

Model, MOM3, Pacanowski and Griffies, 2000) was used in combination with temperature data422

to estimate abyssal warming. Among the numerous differences, apart from the model itself, are423

that they combined the Green function technique of Menemenlis et al. (2005) with the Lagrange424

multiplier method; only temperature and salinity data were used, but the denser global observing425

system observations including, Argo, satellite altimetry and scatterometry were omitted; the426

data sets extended back to 1985; and the computation was run over the 40 years beginning in427

1957. In comparing their results to those of Purkey and Johnson (2010), K2011 used a much428
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finer breakdown into 73 abyssal regions, presumably leaving a larger average residual noise level429

in each.430

Given the numerous differences ranging from the model change to the very different data431

base (although the 1992-present hydrography would be common to both), it is unsurprising that432

the K2011 results differ in some ways from the present ones, but the similarities are significant.433

They find regions below 3000 m of decadal scale cooling, confined primarily to the Indian Ocean434

and eastern North Atlantic. On the other hand, although parts of the Pacific Ocean between435

3000 and 4000 m are estimated to have been cooling, in contrast with the present results, they436

showed a general warming below that, albeit rather weak between 4000 and 5000 m of roughly 2-437

3×10−3 ◦/decade, and with the region below 5000 m (which we have not separated out) showing438

considerable warming along with the general Southern Ocean. These numbers are sufficiently439

small that omission of the geothermal heating is a serious concern.440

Distinguishing the differences between the various estimates becomes a complex problem441

in defining the systematic errors, which include the details of data sets used in each study,442

the assumed data and representation errors, and the residual misfits of the solutions. As noted443

repeatedly, the available data base is extremely limited, especially before 1992. The state-of-the-444

art does not permit resolving these differences. Hence, the main issue facing the oceanographic445

community is to obtain future data so that such ambiguities do not persist into the next several446

decades of change.447

A number of papers have appeared recently (e.g., Purkey and Johnson, 2013) focussing on448

changes in the Antarctic Bottom Water mass, and many discussions of other regional water mass449

property changes have also been published. If Antarctic Bottom Water is defined as the abyssal450

volume with temperatures below 1◦C, it constitutes less than 2% of the oceanic water volume.451

In the present estimate, even should significant misfits to temperature changes exist there, the452
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global average values will not be measurably modified. A review of changes in individual water453

masses and their geography is beyond our present scope.454

4 Sampling Without the Model455

Most published estimates of oceanic heat content change have not employed a state estimate,456

but are generally described as being based upon the data alone and necessarily are commonly457

focussed on the upper ocean. As already noticed above, heating of the upper 700 m of the458

ocean by 1 W/m2 for 20 years implies a temperature change of about 0.2◦C as a water-column459

total. Although the upper ocean is not the focus here, an interesting and complex question460

whether the observational network is capable of producing estimates of small changes with a461

useful accuracy? Abraham et al. (2013) have described many of these calculations in detail and462

provide a list of references.463

Some calculations have employed so-called empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), or sin-464

gular vectors, from models not unlike the one underlying the ECCO state estimate. These are465

the eigenvectors of the space-time correlation matrix of the model output used as an expansion466

basis. For example, the 240 monthly estimates from the present ECCO state estimates define467

240 orthonormal vectors whose sum can perfectly reproduce either the global temperature at any468

depth or the heat content. Only 240 accurate measurements of the corresponding field would469

be adequate. As the number of data in each month tends to greatly exceed that value (see Fig.470

21) obtaining high accuracy appears easy.471

Figure 21 here

This description of the procedure is however, too facile. The correlation matrix eigenvec-472

tors are dependent upon the accuracy and stability of the matrix, as well as the differences473

in numerical values of the corresponding eigenvalues. Calculation of the resulting accuracy474
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and stability from a finite time-duration involves the underlying spatially inhomogeneous, 4-475

dimensional space-time statistics of the state estimate. An additional problem arises when476

those same eigenvectors are employed for time spans much exceeding that of the model or state-477

estimate duration—as the long oceanic memory implies ever-more physical regimes will come478

into play with longer times.479

5 Discussion, With Comments on the Observation Problem480

Bidecadal Abyssal Change481

Over the 20 years of the present ECCO state estimate, changes in the deep ocean on multi-482

year time-scales are dominated by the western Atlantic basin and Southern Oceans. These are483

qualitatively consistent with expectations there of the comparatively rapid response to surface484

forcing. Defining the physics of those changes in terms of boundary currents, wave propagation,485

eddy-diffusion, and the myriad of other oceanic physical processes, region-by-region, remains486

a major unfinished piece of business. In those same regions, a longer-term general warming487

pattern occurs below 2000 m. A very weak long-term cooling is seen over the bulk of the rest of488

the ocean below that depth, including the entirety of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, along with489

the eastern Atlantic Basin. Some of this change is interpreted here as owing to a disequilibrium490

of the abyssal ocean to the present atmosphere, with a superimposed multi-year noise. The491

pattern below 3600 m is similar, with much smaller amplitude. These results differ in detail492

and in numerical values from other estimates, but the determining whether any are “correct” is493

probably not possible with the existing data sets.494

The globally integrated heat content changes involve small differences of the much larger495

regional changes. As existing estimates of the anthropogenic forcing are now about 0.5W/m2, the496

equivalent global ocean average temperature changes over 20 years are mostly slight compared497
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to the shorter term temporal variations from numerous physical sources. Small errors in data498

calibration, and space-time sampling and model biases are important. Direct determination of499

changes in oceanic heat content over the last 20 years are not in conflict with estimates of the500

radiative forcing, but the uncertainties in all the fields remain too large to rationalize e.g., the501

apparent “pause” in warming. The challenge is to develop observations so that future changes502

can be made with accuracies and precisions consistent with the conventional rule of thumb that503

they should be better than 10% of the expected signal.504

Comments on Future Observations505

No observing system can be designed and deployed that is capable of addressing all possi-506

ble goals; specification of the particular purposes and the related accuracies and precisions is507

essential. Here the context of the discussion is (A) the global distribution by basin and, (B)508

directed at the problem of the determination of full water column changes in temperature (and509

salinity) over multiple decades. Although these choices are arbitrary to a degree, they address510

the important problems of sea level change and of ocean heat uptake, and are basic to clas-511

sical scientific understanding of how the ocean varies through time and space. Absent a full512

instrument-deployment optimization, a plausible strategy for moving forward is to concentrate513

abyssal samples where both the largest short-term signals are appearing (western basin of the514

Atlantic, the Southern Ocean) and with the highest noise levels, with only sporadic checks in515

the Pacific.516

Ponte (2012) has summarized the abyssal measurement problem and its possibilities. In situ517

abyssal measurements by Argo profilers will likely become available in the next few years (D.518

Roemmich, personal communication, 2013). Acoustic tomographic measurements are another519

method for direct abyssal measurements. Satellite gravity data, such as are now available from520

the GRACE mission (Tapley, et al., 2004), produce estimates of the bottom pressure fluctuations.521
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In discussions of how to ultimately construct a feasible and useful global-scale observing system522

by any or all means, it is essential to define the magnitude of the signals sought, and the523

structure in space and time of the noise field which tends to obscure those signals. Conceivably,524

a continuation of the existing hydrographic sampling is adequate for some purposes.525

(Although not yet analyzed, calculated salinity changes are expected to display some resem-526

blance to those for temperature, but not to be identical, as the relevant observing technology527

differs considerably, as do the boundary and initial conditions. With some additional effort, the528

ECCO state estimate can be used to calculate the structure of changes in other properties such529

as oxygen, carbon, silica, etc. and which are likely to be undergoing very different space and530

time evolution.)531

That the noise level is also greatest (Figs. 8, 9) where the largest changes appear, is a chal-532

lenge to any observing system. With a fuller understanding of the noise level, particularly of the533

abyssal eddy field, various strategies can be developed for basin-scale and global measurements534

of changing heat and, mutatis mutandis, the salinity and other fields. With growing confidence535

in the ECCO estimates, one practical strategy is to maintain a modestly augmented version of536

the existing observing system (“modest” in the sense of cost and ease of effort in sustaining it),537

and to focus on observational tests of the state estimate structures in crucial regions.538
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Figure Captions651

1. Hydrographic data reaching to 2000 m betweeen 1992 and 2000 (a) and between 2001652

and 2011 (b). The lower two panels (c,d) are the corresponding distributions reaching at least653

to 3600 m in the same two intervals.654

2. The standard deviation of temperature in the grid cells, in space and time over 20 years,655

in the state estimate domain as a function of depth (solid line). In the absence of the eddy field,656

this curve is a very optimistic basis for determining average temperatures. Not area weighted.657

The variance includes the spatial time-mean contribution, which strongly dominates. The ability658

to remove it accurately is an issue in computing time-changes from direct point observations.659

The dashed line is the global mean standard deviation of the annual component.660

3. Volumetric census—cubic meters of water lying in fixed intervals of temperature and661

salinity—of the state estimate in 1993 in logarithmic units. Total volume is about 1.3×1018m3.662

The mean value is shown by ‘o’ at 3.5◦C and 34.8. Worthington (1981) reported a mean of663

3.5◦C and 34.7‰ on the basis of an ocean he regarded as 46% sampled. A 1 W/m2 net oceanic664

heating would shift the mean temperature by approximately 0.04◦C in 20 years showing the665

necessity of observation of the massive cold abyssal water masses.666

4. Mean differences in ◦C to the CTD data in the state estimate as a function of depth667

interval. From top to bottom 0 to 700 m, 700 to 2000 m, 2000 to 3600 m, 3600 m to bottom.668

The temperature range from top to bottom is ±1.5◦C, ±0.75◦C, ±0.5◦C, ±0.25◦C.669

5. As in Fig. 4 but for the squared deviations normalized by the expected errors to produce670

costs. These should, on average, be consistent with a χ2 distribution with mean near unity.671
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6. Time in years for a passive tracer to reach 90% of its equilibrium value at 2000 m when a672

globally uniform concentration is imposed at the sea surface and held there (from Wunsch and673

Heimbach, 2008). These values can be interpreted as a measure of the ocean memory and which674

ranges, at this depth, from several hundreds to several thousands of years. Extrapolation of the675

1900 year computation was used to estimate the much longer North Pacific equilibrium times.676

Note that an active tracer—one such as temperature modifying density—would have a different677

history, generating additional baroclinic disturbances, but the regional time histories will again678

extend over very long time-intervals.679

7. An estimate used here for scaling purposes (Ljunqvist, 2010) of northern hemisphere680

surface temperatures (ocean and land) dating to 1 CE (AD in the figure) showing multidecadal681

and much longer intervals of warmer and colder temperatures. The medieval warm period682

and the Little Ice Age are conspicuous. Gray band is the estimated two standard deviation683

uncertainty (likely optimistic). If translatable into air-sea heat transfers (by no means clear)684

then the ocean should today retain a memory of these past states as the time scales in Fig. 6685

exceed this duration.686

8. Base 10 logarithm of the standard deviation from monthly averages of temperature at687

2000 m in the state estimate. Atlantic and Southern Oceans carry most of the variability.688

9. Estimated base 10 log of the standard deviation of temperature at 2000 m in the eddy-689

permitting ECCO2 state estimate. Variability on scales larger than about 3◦ of latitude and690

longitude was suppressed to approximately isolate the synoptic eddy-scale contribution.691

10. Base 10 logarithm of the ratio of the variance of the ECCO2 temperature variations near692

2000 m (scales shorter than about 3◦ of latitude and longitude) to that in the version 4 state693

estimate without eddies. The spatial average eddy contribution is approximately 6 times the694
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ECCO estimated variance. Regions with a logarithm below 0 are places where the interannual695

variability appears to exceed the eddy noise and would be of great observational significance if696

ocean warming were expected to be globally uniform.697

11. Same as Fig. 8 except at 3600 m. Note that the high southern latitudes have become698

the most active regions at this depth, in contrast to the behavior nearer the sea surface.699

12. Heat content, H(0,−h), in the time mean, top-to-bottom using ◦C. Notice the strong700

meridional gradients at high latitudes. White contour is the boundary of mean negative temper-701

atures and thus apparent negative heat content using a Celsius temperature scale. The relatively702

large heat content of the Atlantic Ocean could, if redistributed, produce large changes elsewhere703

in the system and which, if not uniformly observed, would show artificial changes in the global704

average.705

13. Time mean heat content below 2000 m, H(2000,−h). The warmer Atlantic remains vis-706

ible at these depths. Weak gradients in the Pacific would minimize any observed time changes707

owing to lateral motions or diffusion. White contour is again the boundary of zero mean tem-708

peratures.709

14. Difference in heat content of the annual average of 2011 minus that of 1993, H (0,−h, 2011)−710

H (0,−h, 1993) . The strong spatial structure represents a major observational challenge to de-711

termining an accurate mean change. A conspicuous cooling of the eastern Pacific Ocean has712

been the subject of various speculative scenarios (e.g., Kosaka and Xie, 2013).713

15. Same as Fig. 14 except for the top 700 m alone, H (0,−700, 2011) −H (0,−700, 1993).714

Annual cycle and harmonics removed. Regions of loss as well as gain depict some of the sampling715

difficulty.716
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16. Same as Fig. 14 except for 2000 m to the bottom.717

17. Same as Fig. 14 except for 3600 m to the bottom. Note the cooling in the deepest parts718

of the western North Atlantic, the entire eastern basin, Pacific and Indian Oceans. Warming of719

the Antarctic Bottom Water has been discussed recently by Purkey and Johnson (2013) among720

others. In the present context, it is a comparatively small water mass. Warming in the Atlantic721

sector Southern Ocean is particularly conspicuous.722

18. Time variability of the globally integrated H (z = 0, zj , t) and denoted IH (z1, z2, t) as la-723

belled, IH(0,−100, t), IH(0,−700, t), IH(−2000,−h, t), IH (−3600,−h, t) and the top-to-bottom724

integral IH(0,−h, t). In Yotta Joules (YJ = 1024 J). A change of 0.1 YJ over the mean water725

depth of 3700 m corresponds to a temperature change of about 0.02◦C.726

19. The same as Fig. 18 except the annual cycle has been removed. Dashed-dot lines727

are the best linear fits, and dashed lines are the residual. The 1997-1998 ENSO event is visible728

primarily in IH (0,−100, t), but can also be detected below, where the thermal anomaly is largely729

compensated. Because of the very long time scales embedded in the oceans, and the very great730

spatial structure, no particular significance is attached here to the apparent linear trends where731

visible, as they may well be fragments of much longer rednoise trends or systematic errors.732

20. (Upper panel) Time series of H (−2000,−h, t) from the eastern Pacific (solid curve),733

the western Atlantic (dashed curve, and the Southern Ocean (dotted). (Lower panel) Power734

density spectral estimates for the three records shown above. All records approach white noise735

at low frequencies beyond about 10 years period, with an order of magnitude less variance in736

the Pacific Ocean. The power laws at high frequencies, s, lie between about -2.2 to -3, although737

that characterization is over-simplified. Note that multitaper spectral methods are biassed low738

at the longest periods. Vertical bar is an approximate 95% confidence interval.739
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21. Number of observations extending below 2000 m for each year (solid curve) and below740

3600 m (dashed). Upper ocean observations (not shown) greatly increase with the Argo array741

from the middle 2000s, introducing an important inhomogeneity with time in the estimates.742
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Table Captions743

Table 1. Approximate oceanic temperature changes implied by a 1 W/m2 heating-rate over744

different times and depths, as well as the temperature change equivalent of a 1 mm/y global745

mean sea level (GMSL) change.746

Table 2. Middle column: Volume of the ocean (total, below 2000 m, and below 3600 m), and747

volume probed at least once by CTD (i.e. at least one CTD station existed within a roughly748

60×60 km2 box) between 1992–2011 for various conditions (in km3). Right column: percentage749

of total volume. S.H. refers to Southern Hemisphere.750

Table 3. Standard deviation of the total heat content between the depths indicated from the751

20-year state estimate, and of the equivalent heating rate over 20 years.752
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Period & Fraction of 1 W/m2 1 mm/y

Water Column Heating rate GMSL change

1 Year, Full Depth 0.002◦C 0.0015◦C

20 Years, Full Depth 0.04◦C 0.03◦C

1 Year, Upper 700 m 0.01◦C 0.008◦C

20 Years, Upper 700 m 0.2◦C 0.16◦C

1 Year, Below 700 m 0.0025◦C 0.002◦C

20 Years, Below 700 m 0.05◦C 0.04◦C

Table 1: Approximate oceanic temperature changes implied by a 1 W/m2 heating-rate over different

times and depths, as well as the temperature change equivalent of a 1 mm/y global mean sea level (GMSL)

change.
{table1}
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Model’s total ocean volume (in km3) 1.335·109 100%

total volume below 2000 m 6.38·108 28%

probed volume below 2000 m 1.5·108 11%

probed volume below 2000 m with cost > 2 8.9·106 0.7%

probed volume below 2000 m in S.H. with cost > 2 5.5·106 0.3%

total volume below 3600 m 2.1·108 16%

probed volume below 3600 m 3.4·107 2.5%

probed volume below 3600 m in S.H. 2.1·107 1.6%

probed volume below 3600 m with cost > 2 2.2·106 0.2%

probed volume below 3600 m in S.H. with cost > 2 5·105 0.04%

Table 2: Middle column: Volume of the ocean (total, below 2000 m, and below 3600 m), and volume

probed at least once by CTD (i.e. at least one CTD station existed within a roughly 60×60 km2 box)

between 1992–2011 for various conditions (in km3). Right column: percentage of total volume. S.H.

refers to Southern Hemisphere.
{newtab2}
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0 to h 0 to 100 m 0 to 700 m 2000 m to h 3600 m to h

Energy, 1022J 2.4 1.8 2.4 0.33 0.39

Rate/20 y, W/m2 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.01 0.02

Table 3: Standard deviation of the total heat content between the depths indicated from the 20-year

state estimate, and of the equivalant heating rate over 20 years.
{table2}
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Hydrographic data reaching to 2000 m betweeen 1992 and 2000 (a) and between 2001 and

2011 (b). The lower two panels (c,d) are the corresponding distributions reaching at least to 3600 m in

the same two intervals.
{data_dist_2000_3600m_decadal.eps}
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Figure 2: The standard deviation of temperature in the grid cells, in space and time over 20 years, in the

state estimate domain as a function of depth (solid line). In the absence of the eddy field, this curve is

a very optimistic basis for determining average temperatures. Not area weighted. The variance includes

the spatial time-mean contribution and which strongly dominates. The ability to remove it accurately is

an issue in computing time-changes from direct point observations. The dashed line is the global mean

standard deviation of the annual component.
{temper_stddev_alldepths_iter10.eps}
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Figure 3: Volumetric census—cubic meters of water lying in fixed intervals of temperature and salinity—

of the state estimate in 1993 in logarithmic units. Total volume is about 1.3×1018m3. The mean value

is shown by ‘o’ at 3.5◦C and 34.8. Worthington (1981) reported a mean of 3.5◦C and 34.7o/oo on the

basis of an ocean he optimisitcally regarded as 46% sampled. A 1W/m2 net oceanic heating would shift

the mean temperature by approximately 0.04◦C in 20 years showing the necessity of observation of the

massive cold abyssal water masses.
{hist_2d_ver4.eps}
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Figure 4: Mean differences in ◦C to the CTD data in the state estimate as a function of depth interval.

From top to bottom 0 to 700 m, 700 to 2000 m, 2000 to 3600 m, 3600 m to bottom. The temperature

range from top to bottom is ±1.5◦C, ±0.75◦C, ±0.5◦C, ±0.25◦C.
{insitu_misfit_iter9_ctd.eps}
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Figure 5: As in Fig. 4 but for the squared deviations normalized by the expected errors to produce

costs. These should, on average, be consistent with a χ2 distribution with mean near unity.
{insitu_misfit_iter9_ctd_1deep_vertcbar.eps}
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Figure 6: Time in years for a passive tracer to reach 90% of its equilibrium value at 2000 m when a

globally uniform concentration is imposed at the sea surface and held there (from Wunsch and Heimbach,

2008). These values can be interpreted as a measure of the ocean memory and which ranges, at this depth,

from several hundreds to several thousands of years. Extrapolation of the 1900 year computation was

used to estimate the much longer North Pacific equilibrium times. Note that an active tracer—one such as

temperature modifying density —would have a different history, generating faster baroclinic disturbances,

but final equilibrium will again likely be diffusively controlled.
{global1975_equiltime_gray.eps}
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Figure 7: An estimate used here only for scaling purposes (Ljunqvist, 2010) of northern hemisphere

surface temperatures (ocean and land) dating to 1 CE (AD in the figure) showing multidecadal and

much longer intervals of warmer and colder temperatures. The medieval warm period and the Little Ice

Age are conspicuous. Gray band is the estimated two standard deviation uncertainty (likely optimistic).

If translatable into air-sea heat transfers (by no means clear) then the ocean should today retain a memory

of these past states as the time scales in Fig. 6 exceed this duration.
{ljunquist_millennial_temperature_reconstruction.jpg}
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Figure 8: Base 10 logarithm of the standard deviation from monthly averages of temperature at 2000 m

in the state estimate. Atlantic and Southern Oceans carry most of the variability.
{temper_stddev_2084m.eps}
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Figure 9: Estimated base 10 log of the standard deviation of temperature at 2000 m in the eddy-

resolving/permitting ECCO2 state estimate. Variability on scales larger than about 3◦ of latitude and

longitude was suppressed to approximately isolate the synoptic eddy-scale contribution.
{logstdev2000m_gael.eps}
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Figure 10: Base 10 logarithm of the ratio of the variance of the ECCO2 temperature variations near

2000 m (scales shorter than about 3◦ of latitude and longitude) to that in the version 4 state estimate

without eddies. The spatial average eddy contribution is approximately 6 times the ECCO estimated

variance. Regions with a logarithm below 0 are places where the interannual variability appears to exceed

the eddy noise and would be of great observational significance if ocean warming expected to be globally

uniform.
{temper_variance_ratio_2000_ecco2.eps}
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Figure 11: Same as Fig. 8 except at 3600 m. Note that the high southern latitudes have become the

most active regions at this depth, in contrast to the behavior nearer the sea surface.
{temper_stddev_3581m.eps}
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Figure 12: Heat content, H(0,−h), in the time mean, top-to-bottom using ◦C. Notice the strong merid-

ional gradients at high latitudes. White contour is the boundary of mean negative temperatures and thus

apparent negative heat content using a Celsius temperature scale. The relatively large heat content of

the Atlantic Ocean could, if redistributed, produce large changes elsewhere in the system and which, if

not uniformly observed, show artificial changes in the global average.
{htot_timemean.eps}
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Figure 13: Time mean heat content below 2000 m, H(2000,−h). The warmer Atlantic remains visible at

these depths. Weak gradients in the Pacific would minimize any observed time changes owing to lateral

motions or diffusion. White contour is again the boundary of zero mean temperatures.
{h2000m_timemean.eps}
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Figure 14: Difference in heat content of the annual average of 2011 minus that of 1993, H (0,−h, 2011)−

H (0,−h, 1993) . The strong spatial structure represents a major observational challenge to determining

an accurate mean change.
{htot_change.eps}
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Figure 15: Same as Fig. 14 except for the top 700 m alone, H (0,−700, 2011)−H (0,−700, 1993). Annual

cycle and harmonics removed. Regions of loss as well as gain depict some of the sampling difficulty.
{h700m_change.eps}
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Figure 16: Same as Fig. 14 except for 2000 m to the bottom.
{h2000m_change.eps}
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Figure 17: Same as Fig. 14 except for 3600 m to the bottom. Note the cooling in the deepest parts

of the western North Atlantic, the entire eastern basin, Pacific and Indian Oceans. Warming of the

Antarctic Bottom Water has been discussed recently by Purkey and Johnson (2013) among others. In

the present context, it is a comparatively small water mass. Warming in the Atlantic sector Southern

Ocean is particularly conspicuous.
{h3600m_change.eps}
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Figure 18: Time variability of the globally integrated H (z = 0, zj , t) and denoted IH (z1, z2, t) as la-

belled, IH(0,−100, t), IH(0,−700, t), IH(−2000,−h, t), IH (−3600,−h, t) and the top-to-bottom integral

IH(0,−h, t). In Yotta Joules (YJ = 1024 J). A change of 0.1 YJ over the mean water depth of 3700 m

corresponds to a temperature change of about 0.02◦C.
{h_ts.eps}
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Figure 19: The same as Fig. 18 except the annual cycle has been removed. Dashed-dot lines are

the best linear fits, and dashed lines are the residual. The 1997-1998 ENSO event is visible primarily

in IH (0,−100, t), but can also be detected below where the thermal anomaly is largely compensated.

Because of the very long time scales embedded in the oceans, no particular significance is attached here

to the apparent linear trends where visible, as they may well be fragments of much longer rednoise trends

or systematic errors.
{h_ts_noann.eps}
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Figure 20: (Upper panel) Time series of H (−2000,−h, t) from the eastern Pacific (latitude 30◦N,

longitude 160.5◦W) and from the western Atlantic (latitude 30◦N, longitude 23.5◦W) and the Southern

Ocean. Note the visually stronger low frequency variability from the Atlantic. (Lower panel) Power

density spectral estimates for the three records shown above. All records approach white noise at low

frequencies beyond about 10 years period, with an order of magnitude less variance in the Pacific Ocean.

A small power excess near the annual period is visible in the Atlantic values. The power laws at high

frequencies, s, lie between about -2.2 to -3, although that characterization is over-simplified. Note that

multitaper spectral methods are biassed low at the longest periods. Vertical bar is an approximate 95%

confidence interval.
{ts_pd_3pts.eps}
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Figure 21: Number of observations extending below 2000 m for each year (solid curve) and below 3600

m (dashed). Upper ocean observations (not shown) greatly increase with the Argo array from the middle

2000s, introducing an important inhomogeneity with time in the estimates.
{nopts_year.eps}
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